Contents
Unit

Reading

Vocabulary

Grammar

1

Shayne’s dreams come
page 8 true – but will they be
shattered?
Multiple-choice questions
Dealing with unknown
vocabulary

Entertainment
Phrasal verbs: come along,
end up, get through, go for,
set out.
Collocations

Present tenses
Present simple;
present continuous;
present perfect;
state verbs

2

Beware of the Snake
page 18 Gapped paragraphs;
matching missing sentences
to paragraphs

Nature
Phrasal verbs: come about,
come back, go back.
Choosing the right word in
context

Past narrative tenses
Past simple;
past continuous;
past perfect
Used to

Time to revise 1 page 28

3

Behind the Scenes
page 30 Multiple-choice questions;
locating information in a text

Work
Using the right word in
context; phrasal verbs;
prepositions with nouns

The future
Future simple;
furture continuous;
future perfect;
present tenses for future;
future in the past

4

Brat Camp
page 40 Multiple matching;
looking for paraphrases

Family relationships
Idioms and expressions;
personality adjectives

Modal verbs
can/can’t/be able to;
should/ought to;
must/mustn’t;
need to/have to

5

That’ll teach ‘em!
page 52 Multiple-choice questions;
locating information in a text

Education
Collocations with do, make,
have, take

Comparative structures
too/enough; so/such;
much/a lot of/a great deal of

6

Body Image
Page 62 Gapped paragraphs;
ﬁnding the right sentences to
ﬁt the gaps

Physical appearance
Order of adjectives;
word formation

Conditionals
Zero, First, Second;
unless; as long as;
on condition that; suppose

Time to revise 2 page 50

Time to revise 3 page 72

4

Listening

Speaking

Use your English

Multiple-choice questions Giving personal information Vocabulary
Word formation;
Predicting vocabulary from
Giving a reason;
pictures
using a variety of language
sufﬁxes and preﬁxes

DVD
Pop Dreams

Grammar
Articles: a/an, the, no article

DVD
Amazing Journey

Discussing photos
Comparing; speculating

Multiple-choice questions
on short extracts
Using listening time
effectively; predicting

Giving personal information Vocabulary
Answering questions about
Word formation: adjectives
yourself; talking about your
Grammar
plans
Future time clauses

Discussing photos
Exchanging ideas;
expressing opinions;
reaching a conclusion

A formal letter
A letter of application;
planning; using variety

Grammar
Past simple; present perfect;
present perfect continuous
Vocabulary
Words that go together

Completing sentences
Thinking about what kind of
information is missing

Multiple-choice questions
on a long text
Identifying key words;
focusing on what to listen for

Writing
DVD

A story
Focusing on detail; using variety

An informal letter
Replying to a letter from a friend;
highlighting and ordering notes;
using informal language

Vocabulary
Phrasal verbs and verb
phrases

DVD
Making It
A informal letter
A letter of advice;
giving reasons; paragraph order

Grammar
More modal verbs

DVD
Brat Camp

Multiple-choice questions Making choices
Vocabulary
Making notes
Using correct question words; Phrasal verbs
using correct intonation
Grammar
Determiners: a lot of, a few/
few, a little/little
Multiple matching
Discussing photos
Vocabulary
Predicting vocabulary;
Expressing and justifying
Easily confused words
identifying place, situation
opinion; expanding your
Grammar
answers
More conditionals;
third conditional;
mixed conditional

An essay
Balancing for and against;
giving a ﬁnal opinion
DVD
That’ll Teach ‘Em!
A formal letter
Replying to an advertisment;
planning; using appropriate register
DVD
Super-Slim Me
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Reading

Vocabulary
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7

Smart museums
page 74 Multiple-choice questions;
ﬁnding speciﬁc information
in a text

Science and technology
Choosing the right word to ﬁt
the context

The passive
Active and passive sentences;
be allowed to; be made to

8

Super chef extraordinaire
page 84 Multiple matching;
saving time when looking for
speciﬁc information in a text

Food
Phrasal verbs: do up, give up,
put on, run out of, wash up
Idioms

Gerunds and inﬁnitives
-ing form;
to-inﬁnitive;
inﬁnitive without to

Are logos in or out?
page 96 Gapped paragraphs;
missing sentences

Shopping
Fashion idioms

Reported speech
Reported statements;
reported questions

Time to revise 4 page 94

9

10

I wish I hadn’t …
Crime
Multiple
matching;
Crime and punishment
page 106
looking for words with similar
meaning; identifying writer’s
opinion and attitude

Wishes and regrets
I wish, if only, I regret,
I should have …

Time to revise 5 page 116
The Mummy’s Curse
page 118 Multiple-choice questions;
making sure you answer
questions correctly

12

USA teen summer camps
Holidays
Prepositions;
Page 128 Multiple-choice questions;
how to do reading tasks more compound words
quickly

Time to revise 6 page 138
Speaking File page 140
Vocabulary File and DVD activities page 144
Grammar File page 156
Writing File page 168

6

History
Word formation;
changing words internally

11

More modal verbs
Degrees of certainty:
may/might/could;
must/can’t/couldn’t

Relative clauses
Deﬁning and non-deﬁning

Listening

Use your English

Writing
DVD

Multiple-choice questions Expressing opinion
Understanding topic;
Asking for repetition;
identifying key words
expressing uncertainty;
giving reasons

Vocabulary
Words that go together

A ﬁlm review
Dealing with all the points in a
question; giving your opinion

Multiple-choice questions Making a choice
Making short notes;
Giving reasons
listening while making notes

Vocabulary
Words that go together;
prepositional phrases

DVD
Incredible Creations
A report
Using headings; giving reasons;
making a recommendation

Grammar
Gerunds and inﬁnitives

DVD
Jamie’s Kitchen

Vocabulary
Compound words

An email
Replying to an email;
checking spelling and punctuation;
using consistent language style

Completing sentences
Making sure words ﬁt
grammatically;
predicting answers

Speaking

Asking for an opinion
Agreeing/disagreeing;
reaching a conclusion

Multiple-choice questions Giving your opinion
Checking each option;
Expressing a negative opinion;
understanding opinions
giving a balanced view

Multiple matching
Paraphrasing;
identifying topic, location

Comparing photos
Expressing an opinion

Grammar
Have/get something done

Grammar
Reporting verbs

DVD
Fashion Show
An essay
Vocabulary
Word formation; negative verbs Discussing opinions;
and adjectives
using linking words;
writing a good conclusion
Grammar
Linking words and structures:
DVD
Watch Out!
Reason, purpose, result,
contrast, cause
Vocabulary
Easily confused words
Grammar
Reporting verbs in the passive

Vocabulary
Multiple-choice questions Discussing photos
Giving and justifying an opinion; Words that go together
Predicting;
agreeing/disagreeing
identifying opinion, attitude
Grammar
Present participles: verb(-ing)

A story
Writing introductions;
using descriptive adjectives;
deciding on the plot
DVD
King Tut
An article
Describing a journey;
opening sentences;
variety in vocabulary and grammar
DVD
Gap Year
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